Breaking the Rules

I always thought that to have a new idea you just had to sit there long enough and a light bulb would appear above your head. Or it would come to you at 3am and you would have forgotten it by morning. But I have recently discovered that there are in fact clever ways of generating lots of new ideas, and from there changing some of the ways we work. 
If you are feeling the need to improve efficiency in your working environment, and at the same time involve your colleagues and allow them to feel listened to, then you could do worse than ‘Breaking the Rules’. It is a simple but effective tool, promoted by the NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement, and it works. We have used it in my practice only last week, at the big practice meeting that all the staff were invited to. After a quick overview about why as a team we needed to think about increased efficiency, and better use of our time and appointments, we all split into 4 groups of about 6 (mix of clinical and non clinical). We then started to think of all the rules that constrain us daily, but are often unwritten and even unspoken. Why do we do things the way that we do? I thought people might struggle to think of ideas, but no, each group managed 2 sides of A4 listing all the rules they could think of. Examples included, ‘only clinical staff can take BP’, ‘ Drs appts are always 10 minutes long’, ‘medication reviews must be done face to face’, and ‘drs don’t work in reception’. We will now spend time dividing the rules into 3 categories, and ask each of the 3 teams (doctors, nurses and admin) to examine them in more detail. We want to consider if they need to be broken, and if so, how might they suggest doing so? The creative part of the process is in breaking the rules and seeing where your imagination takes you.
 In this way, everyone has been involved in the whole process, and has felt able to voice ideas and concerns, and be part of the solution. The whole practice has really enjoyed the exercise, and there has been a cultural shift in people feeling able to mention new ideas. 
I wanted to foster innovation, and encourage creative thinking around how we work, and it has definitely paid off. I would recommend it to other teams!
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